Art from the mountains

Pahaad Ke Rang

Landscapes and portraits from Kumaon

20 young artists from Uttarakhand

Visual Arts Gallery
India Habitat Centre
Lodhi Road, New Delhi – 110003
19 & 20 February 2022
11.00 am to 7.30 pm
Udhyam is an organisation that works in the region of Kumaon, to help scale up business and livelihoods. Pahad ke Rang is our engagement with young artists of Kumaon, where they are mentored by Kumaoni artist Akarshan Bora. We had our first exhibition last year, which was a resounding success. We hope to repeat it this year. Art is twice blessed, giving joy to the creator and beholder. We hope you join us in our endeavour. These flowers should not bloom unnoticed.

Contact:
Akarshan Bora: 9761039734
www.akarshanbart.com
FB: Akarshan Bora
Instagram: Akarshanbart
www.udhyamentrepreneurs.org
Title- 1. VALLEY OF HIMALAYA
Artist- AKARSHAN BORA
Medium – ACRYLIC Size- 2x2.5ft

Title- 2. VALLEY OF HIMALAYA
Artist- AKARSHAN BORA
Medium – ACRYLIC Size- 3x1.9ft
Title- THE CHULHA
Artist- AKARSHAN BORA
Medium – ACRYLIC Size- 2x2.5ft

Title- 2. EVENING OF VILLAGE
Artist- AKARSHAN BORA
Medium – WATERCOLOR Size- A4
Title- 1. MONSOON FIELD
Artist- AKARSHAN BORA
Medium – WATERCOLOR
Size- A3

Title- 2. MONSOON FIELD
Artist- AKARSHAN BORA
Medium – WATERCOLOR
Size- A3
Title- FIELDS OF GREEN
Artist- SUGAM GAUR
Medium – ACRYLIC    Size- 1.5x2ft

Title- PAHADI HOUSES
Artist- SUGAM GAUR
Medium – WATERCOLOR    Size- A3
Title- KUMAUNI LADY
Artist- SUGAM GAUR
Medium – WATERCOLOR  Size- A3

Title- KUMAUNI TRIBAL
Artist- SHIVANI VISHWAKARMA
Medium – ACRYLIC  Size- 2x3ft
Title- FOLK OF KUMAUN
Artist- SHIVANI VISHWAKARMA
Medium – ACRYLIC      Size- A3

Title- EJA
Artist- MONA BISHT
Medium- PEN      Size- 14x22”
Title- HASIYA
Artist- MONA BISHT
Medium- CHARCOAL   Size- 14x22”

Title- 1. MOUNTAINS OF KUMAUN
Artist- REETA PHULARA
Medium- ACRYLIC   Size- 12x18”
Title- 2. MOUNTAINS OF KUMAUN

Artist- REETA PHULARA

Medium- ACRYLIC  Size- 12x18”

Title- OM PARVAT

Artist- REETA PHULARA

Medium- ACRYLIC  Size- 12x18”
Title- JYOTI PATTA
Artist- BHARTI SAINI
Medium- ACRYLIC
Size- 2x2.5ft

Title- MIRROR STORY
Artist- PANKAJ RANA
Medium- ACRYLIC
Size- 2x2.5ft
Title-1. DREAMS OF RIVER
Artist- PANKAJ RANA
Medium- PASTEL      Size- A3

Title-2. DREAMS OF RIVER
Artist- PANKAJ RANA
Medium- PASTEL      Size- A3
Title-1. WOMAN OF KUMAUN
Artist- AKANSHA CHAUDHARY
Medium- ACRYLIC      Size- 12x18”

Title-2. WOMAN OF KUMAUN
Artist- AKANSHA CHAUDHARY
Medium- ACRYLIC      Size- 12x18”
Title-1. AAS
Artist- TARUN BISWAS
Medium- WATERCOLOR Size- A3

Title-2. AAS
Artist- TARUN BISWAS
Medium- WATERCOLOR Size- A3
Title- PAHADI CHELI
Artist- AMIT
Medium- OILCOLOR       Size- 2x3fit

Title- JHODA- CHANCHARI
Artist- AMIT
Medium- CHARCOAL        Size- 22x14”
Title- BEAUTY OF KUMAUN
Artist- AMIT
Medium- CHARCOAL       Size- A3

Title- LADY WORKING WITH JATARA
Artist- DIKSHA MEHTA
Medium- ACRYLIC       Size- 2x2.5ft
Title- PAHADI KITCHEN
Artist- DIKSHA MEHTA
Medium- ACRYLIC    Size- A3

Title- BYOLI
Artist- RAKESH FULARA
Medium- WATERCOLOR    Size-A3
Title- KUMAUNI INSTRUMENT
Artist- RAKESH FULARA
Medium- ACRYLIC Size-2x2.5ft

Title- BWARI
Artist- LIPAKSHI
Medium- ACRYLIC Size-A4
Title- AAMA
Artist- LIPAKSHI
Medium- CHARCOAL    Size-A3

Title- FOREST OF KASAR
Artist- BHAWANA BHANDARI
Medium- PENCIL    Size-A3
Title- FOGY JUNGLE
Artist- BHAWANA BHANDARI
Medium- ACRYLIC Size-A3

Title- 1. HIMALAYA
Artist- PRIYANKA TAMTA
Medium- CHARCOAL Size-A4
Title: 2. HIMALAYA
Artist: PRIYANKA TAMTA
Medium: CHARCOAL
Size: A3

Title: 3. HIMALAYA
Artist: PRIYANKA TAMTA
Medium: CHARCOAL
Size: A4
Title - ORANGE FLANKED BUSH ROBI
Artist - SANDHYA BADHANI
Medium - ACRYLIC
Size - A3

Title - TIT SITTTAL BIRD
Artist - SANDHYA BADHANI
Medium - WATERCOLOR
Size - A3
Title- GAURAYA
Artist- SANDHYA BADHANI
Medium- CHARCOAL Size-A3

Title- JAGESHWAR
Artist- VISHWJEET RAY
Medium- WATERCOLOR Size-22x14”
Title- VILLAGE VIEW
Artist- KAUSHAL KUMAR
Medium- WATERCOLOR Size-A3

Title- UTTARAKHAND MONSOON
Artist- KAUSHAL KUMAR
Medium- WATERCOLOR Size-A3
Title- THE TEMPLE OF JAGESHWAR
Artist- CHANDAN ARYA
Medium- WATERCOLOR       Size-A4

Title- PAHADI OLD LADY
Artist- CHANDAN ARYA
Medium- WATERCOLOR       Size-A4
Title- MUDDY HOUSE
Artist- SONU PRAJAPATI
Medium- WATERCOLOR    Size-A4

Title- FLOWERS OF VILLAGE
Artist- DHARMENDRA SINGH
Medium- OIL COLOR       Size-2x3ft
Title- CHHALIYA
Artist- DHARMENDRA SINGH
Medium- ACRYLIC  Size-2x2.5ft

Title-2. FOGGY FOREST
Artist- BHAWANA BHANDARI
Medium- ACRYLIC  Size-2x2.5ft
Title- SHIV PITH
Artist- DIKSHA MEHTA
Medium- ACRYLIC       Size-A3

Title- PAHADI BAHU
Artist- RAKESH FULARA
Medium- WATERCOLOR      Size-A3
Title- PANCH CHAUKI
Artist- SHIVANI VISHWAKARMA
Medium- ACRYLIC Size-22x14”

Title- SPARROW
Artist- SANDHYA BADHANI
Medium- ACRYLIC Size-A5
Title- VALLEY OF RIVER
Artist- REETA PHULARA
Medium- ACRYLIC Size-2x2.5ft

Title- KUMAUNI PEHNAWA
Artist- AKANSHA CHAUDHARY
Medium- ACRYLIC Size-2x2.5ft
Title- OLD HOUSES OF KUMAUN
Artist- AKARSHAN BORA
Medium- ACRYLIC Size-1.5x2ft

Title- CULTURE OF PAHAD
Artist- AMIT
Medium- ACRYLIC Size-2x2.5ft
Title- MODREN CULTURE
Artist- DIKSHA MEHTA
Medium- ACRYLIC        Size-2x3ft

Title- GOLDEN SPARROW
Artist- SANDHYA BADHANI
Medium- ACRYLIC        Size-9x9”
Title- OM PARVAT
Artist- CHANDAN ARYA
Medium- WATERCOLOR  Size-18x21”
Kumaon has a rich tradition of art, from Mughal to miniature to folk art. This is a region of snowy mountains, crisp apples, fresh air. A region of warm, sincere, welcoming people.

Kumaon University has a Fine Art department which counts Padma Vibhushan Yashodar Mathpal, Mohammad Salim and Navin Banjara amongst its eminent alumni.

Our present young artists come from small hamlets - Chandpur, Munsiai, Tachhani, Lohali, Sadhunagar, Thal, Tatik, Ranikhet, Shaktifarm, Okhalkinda, Unchakote, Sannakhatarna, Bageshwar, Kalushid, Someshwar. These young people walk to class, sometimes as far as 5km one way. Their families have been supportive and are proud of their achievements. They are as tough as the mountains, and their art is as unique as their personalities. We are proud to support them. Won’t you join us?

NOTE: If you really like a painting that has been sold, the artist will recreate a similar but not identical painting.

The is applicable only in the case of landscape not portraits.